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Abstract 

Processors for programming languages and other for- 

mal languages typically use a concrete syntax to de- 
scribe the user’s view of a program and an abstract 
syntax to represent language structures internally. 
Grammatical abstraction is defined as a relationship 
between two context-free grammars. It formalizes 
the notion of one syntax being “more abstract” than 

another. Two variants of abstraction are presented. 
Weak grammatical abstraction supports (i) the con- 
struction during LR parsing of an internal representa- 
tion that is closely related to the abstract syntax and 

(ii) incremental LR parsing using that internal repre- 
sentation as its base, Strong grammatical abstraction 
tightens the correspondence so that top-down con- 
struction of incrementally-parsable internal represen- 
tations is possible. These results arise from an in- 
vestigation into language-based editing systems, but 
apply to any program that transforms a linguistic ob- 
ject from a representation in its concrete syntax to, a 
representation in its abstract syntax or vice versa. 
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1 Introduction 

Language-processing tools that parse text often re- 
quire two different descriptions of a language. The 
abstract syntax defines the structures of the language 

having independent semantic relevance. The concrete 
syntax defines the structures of the language as seen 
by a user and as required by a parser. Either can 
be used to describe an internal (tree-structured) rep- 

resentation of a linguistic object within a language- 

processing system. 
In a language-based editing system, both text- 

and structure-oriented operations play a role. Our 
premise is that while using a language-based editor, 
the user must be able to regard linguistic objects ei- 
ther as text or as structured objects, alternating be- 
tween those two views at will. The language-based 
editor’s internal representation of a linguistic object 
must therefore support both local incremental pars- 
ing of arbitrarily altered text and structure-oriented 
editing operationsr. Until now, editors that provide 
such flexibility have usually used internal representa- 
tions that correspond closely to the parse tree of the 

concrete syntax. 
Using an internal representation that is closer to 

the abstract syntax is preferable for several reasons: 

1. The resulting representation can be chosen to 
correspond closely to the naive notion of the 
structure of the language. Matching the exter- 
nal structural view as anticipated by the user 
with the internal structure of the object as rep 
resented by the system simplifies user-interface 

‘There is a popular alternative compromise. The lan- 
guage being described can be partitionedbetween portions that 
can be edited textually and portions to which only structure- 
oriented operations apply. This approach originates with the 
“syntax-directed” style of editing, a style that we feel is inade- ’ 
quate for experienced programm ers dealing with large systems. 
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design while preventing unpleasant surprises. 

The resulting representation generally contains 
only semantically relevant structures. 

For a given object, the resulting representation 
is usually much smaller than the one that corre- 
sponds closely to the parse tree of the concrete 
syntax. 

The requirement to provide incremental parsing of 
textual alterations places constraints on the abstract 
syntax representation. These constraints would be 
particularly strong if we tried to parse directly from 
the abstract syntax. It would then be necessary to 
tailor the abstract syntax to the chosen parsing tech- 
nology, placing limitations on the way in which se- 
mantic structures could be represented. Support for 
error recovery, or precedence and associativity en- 
forcement for operators, would require modifications 
to the abstract syntax that conflict with the original 
goals of simplicity and semantic relevance. 

Instead, we have chosen to relate the concrete syn- 
tax to the abstract syntax in a way that allows us to 
recover sufficient information from the abstract syn- 
tax representation to provide incremental parsing us- 
ing the concrete grammar. We retain the advantages 
of a representation that corresponds closely to the 
abstract syntax. 

Two different descriptions are required: a descrip 
tion of the concrete syntax is needed to parse tex- 
tual representations of an object, and a description 
of the abstract syntax is needed to define the inter- 
nal structured representation. Both of these descrip- 
tions are defined using context-free grammars. The 
context-free grammar that describes the textual rep- 
resentation is called the concrete grammar; the gram- 
mar that describes the abstract syntax is called the 
abstract grammar. Using separate grammars to de- 
scribe the concrete syntax and the abstract syntax 
separates the design of the parser from the design of 
the internal representation. 

Sometimes, a more convenient formalism to spec- 
ify both the concrete and the abstract grammars may 
be desired. Through the use of grammar transforma- 
tions, the results presented in this paper extend natu- 
rally to regular right-part grammars [15]. The details 
of this extension are not given here. 

Although the context-free grammar formalism is 
useful for describing the correspondence between ab- 
stract syntax and concrete syntax, it can be awk- 
ward for describing all of the aspects of the abstract 

. syntax representation. For that reason, we have ex- 
tended our language-description notation to include 
additional information. Our language description ac- 

tually includes three aspects: a context-free gram- 
mar that is used for parsing textual representations, 
a context-free grammar that serves an intermediate 
step between the parser grammar and the internal 
tree representation, and other information about the 
desired structure of the internal representation. In 
the following discussion, we describe the grammat- 
ical correspondence and the internal representation 
and then summarize the use of those ideas in an im- 
plementation. 

1.1 Grammatical Abstraction 

Grammatical abstraction is a relation between two 
context-free grammars. When it holds, one grammar 
is said to be an abstraction of the other. This form 
of abstraction is structural; it does not use semantic 
information to identify corresponding structures. 

The specification of the concrete syntax, the ab- 
stract syntax, and the relationship between the two 
is declarative-no action routines or special proce- 
dures need be provided. Unlike other approaches in 
which one grammar or the other is derived automat- 
ically, the two descriptions can be modified indepen- 
dently. Our approach allows a high degree of control 
over both the structure of an internal representation 
and the behavior of the system during parsing. Given 
the two grammars, it is possible to check whether the 
abstraction relation holds between them. We have 
implemented such a checker as part of this research. 

The form of abstraction we are describing is moti- 
vated by two requirements. First, it must be possible 
to construct an internal representation as the corre- 
sponding concrete syntax is parsed. Second, it must 
be possible to map from the abstract syntax back to 
the concrete syntax, both in order to parse changes 
incrementally, and in order to display the concrete 
syntax text to the user. In particular, the abstrac- 
tion relationship assures that: 

1. The abstract syntax represents a less complex 
version of the concrete syntax, but structures of 
the abstract syntax correspond to structures of 
the concrete syntax in a well-defined way. Both 
grammars describe “almost” the same formal 
language, subject to the renaming or erasing of 
symbols. 

2. The relationship between the two descriptions is 
statically verifiable, so that developers can mod- 
ify either syntax description independently. 

3. The transformation from concrete to abstract is 
reversible, so that relevant information about a 
concrete derivation can be recovered from its ab- 
stract representation. 
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4. Efficient incremental transformations from con- 
crete to abstract and from abstract to concrete 
can be be generated automatically. 

1.2 Related Work 

Transforming a text from an external (concrete syn- 
tax) representation to an internal (tree-structured) 
representation is a well-known problem in language 
processing. Perhaps the best known solution is the 
extension of syntax-directed translation called tree- 
transduction grammars[5]. This scheme uses an aux- 
iliary tree-building stack to hold intermediate results 
during the translation. Each production in a context- 
free grammar describing the concrete syntax has an 
associated tree-building action. When a production 
is recognized, the associated action is performed. 

Although the tree transduction approach handles 
relatively simple cases like flattening chains in expres- 
sion grammars, it is restricted to being a one-to-one 
mapping between productions in the grammar for the 
concrete syntax and productions in the output (trans- 
duction) grammar. This restriction imposes undesir- 
able limitations on the author of a language descrip 
tion. First, the author must specify an action ex- 
plicitly for each production in the concrete grammar, 
including those with no semantic relevance whatso- 
ever. Second, the description is operational, so the re- 
versibility of the specified transformations is not guar- 
anteed. In order to guarantee reversibility, either the 
set of available transformations must be constrained, 
or the reverse transformations must be provided ex- 
plicitly. Third, the tree-transduction grammars can- 
not describe some cases in which a limited amount 
of local pattern matching (or tree-rewriting) is desir- 

able. The grammars Gr and G? of Figure 7 illustrate 
one such form of pattern matching where different 
subtrees are constructed depending on whether the 
Uelse clause- is present. 

The notion of a one-to-one mapping between pro- 
ductions in the two grammars is too fine-grained for 
our purposes. A complete tree-transformation sys- 
tem, on the other hand, is more general than we need 
for incremental parsing. The notion of grammatical 
abstraction is somewhere in between. 

The MENTOR system[6] includes a tree- 
building language within the specification language 
METAL[12]. This language can be used to perform 
local pattern matching as the internal tree is built. 
A concrete syntax is described using a context-free 
grammar. Associated with the concrete grammar is 
a specification of how to build the internal represen- 
tation. The specification language permits access to 
the partially-built tree so that local pattern match- 

ing is possible. However, the relationship between the 
concrete syntax and the abstract syntax is hidden in 
the procedural specification of the tree-building ac- 
tions, and is not available to an incremental parser. 
Since structure-editing is the dominant mode of user 
interaction supported by MENTOR, no support for 
fine-grained incremental parsing is provided. 

The BETA project[l4] also defines abstraction as 
a relationship between productions in two grammars. 
The formal definition is based on a mapping from 
the abstract syntax to the concrete syntax called con- 
crete. This mapping is a form of unparsing by which 
a node in the internal representation is represented 
textually for display. Unlike MENTOR, there does not 
seem to be support for bottom-up tree building. 

Both Kastens[l3] and Rosenkrantz and Hunt[18] 
relate an abstract syntax and a concrete syntax by 
deriving a concrete grammar from a grammar de- 
scribing the abstract syntax. The derivation (spec- 
ified interactively in [13], performed automatically in 
the work of [IS]) is captured by a tool that constructs 
the transformations to be used during parsing. This 
approach ensures the similarity of the two grammars, 
but does not permit the flexibility of modifying the 
two descriptions independently. Noonan[l’l] takes the 
opposite approach, deriving a description of an ab- 
stract syntax from the grammar used for parsing. His 
approach is semi-automatic; the developer must inter- 
vene in certain cases. 

The work of Waddle[20] is close to our own, though 
developed independently. However, his intent is to 
reduce the size of the internal tree, called a produc- 

tion tree, by eliminating unnecessary nodes. In cer- 
tain cases, the work reported here will lead to smaller 
trees. 

Finally, the work presented here is strongly related 
to the notion of grammatical covers [8,16,18]. Much 
of the original work on covers was motivated by the 
same requirements encountered in this paper. 

1.3 Examples 

Before we present the formal definitions and results, 
consider the following examplesl. Figure 1 shows a 
simple expression grammar Go with two possible ab- 
stractions. In the grammar Go, the nonterminal sym- 
bols (factor) and (term} enforce the precedence of mul- 
tiplication over addition. The grammars G^o and 3 
provide abstract syntax definitions for Go in which 
precedence ani associativity specifications have been 
removed. In Go, (binop) subsumes both (addop) and 

2The notational conventions used in this paper are summa- 
rized below. They follow the conventions of [9]. 
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1) 
2) 
3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 
8 ) 

Concrete Grammar GO 
bv> ---* (term) (addop) (expr) 

I (term) 
(term) + (factor) (mulop) (term) 

1 (factor) 
(factor) + id 

I‘(” (expr) “)” 
(addop) L !‘+‘I 
(mulop) + “*” 

Abstract Grammar co 
1’ ) (ew) -+ (expr) (binop) (expr) 

2’ 1 
3’ ) (binop) !+ 

id 
“+” 

4’ 1 I “*” 

Abstract Grammar z 
1”) (expr) 
2”) 

j+ I’“;{ 1:-J,” (‘e”p’: 
ex r l x r 

3”) 1 id 

Figure 1: Simple Expression Grammar with Two Pos- 
sible Abstractions 

(mulop). Parentheses have been eliminated from Fe, 
but all other terminal symbols have been retained. 
The grammar g provides an alternative abstract 
grammar for Go in which the nonterminal (binop) has 
also been eliminated. 

Figures 2-4 illustrate derivation trees for the ex- 
pression [idI + ida * ids] using the grammars of 
Figure 1. In the tree of Figure 3, the chain reductions 
‘(expr) ---) (term)’ and ‘(term) + (factor)’ do not ap 
pear and the nonterminals (addop) and (mulop) have 
been coalesced. The tree in Figure 4 is further com- 
pacted. It is easy to see, however, that the subtree 
rooted at node Ez in the concrete syntax tree (Fig- 
ure 2) corresponds to the subtree rooted at E2 in the 
simpler trees. The roots of the treevlso correspond. 
Clearly, the context-freegfammar Ge is some sort of 
abstraction of Go, and G’u is some sort of abstrac- 
tion of both se and Go. The definitions that follow 

Context-Free Grammar: G = (V,C,P,S) 
Terminal symbols: a,b,c,... E C or symbol 

Nonterminal symbols: A,B,C,... EN s V 
or (symbol) 

Arbitrary symbols: X,Y,Z,... E v 
Terminal strings: u, v, 10,. . . E C’ 

Arbitrary strings: ff,P,Y,..- E v* 
Empty string: c 

Abstract grammar symbols: 2,z,... 
Syntactic quotes: [. . .] 

The nonterxninal symbol on the left-hand side of the first pro- 
duction of a grammar is taken to be the start symbol. Thus, 

in Figure I, (expr) is the start symbol for Go, c, and %. 

(ew) 

A 
(tcrm)(addop) (expr) ES 

I I I 
(fach) ” $” (te:m) 

id1 (f 0, ac or mu 0 erm ) 

ici, 

ids 

Figure 2: Tree for [ idI + id2 * ida] in Go 

(ewr) 

Figure 3: Tree for [idI + id2 * ida] in CO 

capture this notion. 
However, it is the derivation tree of Figure 5 that 

may be desired as an internal representation. In that 
tree, several extra (expr) nodes have been removed. It 
is possible to define such an abstract syntax by using 
the context-free grammar of Figure 6, but the diffi- 
culty of writing a correct specification for the abstract 
syntax using this style is considerable. An alternative 
specification method is discussed in Section 4. 

Figure 7 describes the syntax of condJtiona1 state- 
ments using grammar fragments Gr, Gr, and &. 
The two different forms of conditional statement are 
represented by distinct operators in the internal rep 

(wr) 

id2 ids 

Figure 4: Tree for [idI + id2 * ids] in z 
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bv) ideas: 

i&pr ) 

ih3 

Figure 5: Desired Syntax Tree 

1 ) (ew) + 
1.1) 
1.2) I 
1.3) 

2 1 I 
2.1) 
2.2) I 
2.3) 

(expr) “+” (expr) 
id “+” (expr) 

(expr) “f” id 

id “+” id 
(expr) “*‘I ex r 
id “*” (exp!) ’ ) 

bw) “t” id 

id I’*” id 

Figure 6: Grammar For Desired Internal Tree 

resentation: those having an “else” clause, and those 
without an “else” clause. These examples are used to 
illustrate points in the remainder of the paper. 

2 Definitions 

Suppose G = (V, C, P, S) and 8 = (p,g, F, s^) are 
two reduced context-free grammars, and that G is 
to be an abstraction of G. Abstraction relates a sub- 
set of the productions in a concrete grammar to each 
production in the abstract grammar. This is similar 
to the notion of grammatical covers[8,10,16,18], but 
the starting point differs. 

Motivating the definition of abstraction are four 

Concrete Grammar Gl 
1 ) (stmt) + (if-stmt) ‘I;” 
2 ) (if-stmt) - (if-part) (else-part) 

3 ) (if-part) -+ if (cxpr) then (stmts) 

4 ) (else-part) - E 

5) I else (stmts) 

Abstract Grammar G^1 
1’ ) (rtmt) if (expr) then (stmts) “;” 

2l) 7 if (expr) then (stmts) else 

1 (stmts) I’;” 

Abstract Grammar G’; 
- (expr) (stmts) 

1 (expr) (stmts) (stmts) 

Figure 7: Conditional Statement Grammars 

1. There is a correspondence between a set of signif- 
icantnonterminal symbols in G and the nonter- 
minal symbols in 6. Intuitively, if the significant 
slmbo_! A E N corresponds to the nonterminal 
A E N, then the two symbols represent corre- 
sponding structures in the two languages L(G) 
and L(G). Nonterminal symbols are significant 
independent of context. 

2. Every terminal symbol i2 G either correspon$s 
to a terminal symbol in G or is absent from G. 

3. Every derivatkn in G has a corresponding 
derivation in G. Certain derivations from sig- 
nificant symbols in G arz directly related to in- 
dividual productions in G. 

4. Each production in G corresponds to a deriva- 
tion in G beginning with a significant nonJermi- 
nal symbol. That is, if the production A + i3 
is in P then A & cu in G where the significant 

nonterminal A corresponds to A and the string 
(Y corresponds to 6. 

The definition of abstraction is based upon a set 
of interesting nonterminal symbols H c N, together 
with a flnct@ &, mapping symbols in C U H to sym- 
bols in C U N U { c }. From the set of interesting non- 
terminal symbols and the initial mapping provided by 
the language designer, the set of significant nonter- 
minal symbols and the extended mapping function 19 
are obtained. Varying H and Ou leads to different 
abstractions of the same concrete grammar. 

Unlike covers, the extended mapping function 0 is 
allowed to erase as well as rename symbols. ,We re- 
quire that 00 be-a function such that O,(C) C_ cU{ E } 

and t&(H) C N. In this case, we say that 8o is an 
admissible abstraction map. 

As usual, we extend 6o homomorphically to 
eo: (C u H)’ 3 (p u { 6 })* by 

e,-,(ap) = eo(+o(P) and e&> = 6. 

The requirement that 60 be a function independent 
of context can be relaxed, in the case of LR(lc) gram- 
mars, by using a construction similar to one given 
in [7]. 

One can think of the interesting nonterminals H as 
a shorthand desccfiption for the structures of G that 
are retained in G. Depending on the actual gram- 
mar G, the set of interesting nonterminals must be 
extended to include other nonterminals that repre- 
sent the same abstract structures as those described 
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by nonterminals in H. The resulting extended set of 
symbols is termed significant. 

The circularities arising from precedence enforce- 
ment are typical sources of identified symbols. For in- 
stance, the symbols (factor) and (term) of the expres- 
sion grammar Go are identified with (expr) whenever 
parentheses are eliminated from the abstract syntax. 
The identified symbols, together with the interesting 
symbols constitute the set of significant symbols. 

Definition 1 Assume that G = (V, C, P, 5’) and 
G = (P,E,F,S^) are reduced context-free grammars. 
Let H E N be the set o,f interesting nonterminals 
of G, and let 80: CUH -+ VU{ 6 } be an admissible ab- 
straction map. Let PN-H = { A + a 1 A E N - H }. 
Then Identified = { B E N - H 1 3A E H such that 

B pN+, ~1.4~2 where ~O(YIY~) = 6) 

When the nonterminal B is added to the set Identified 
because it is reachable from the interesting nontermi- 
nal A under the conditions given above, we say that 
B is identified with A. 

Note that H n Identified = 0 and that all identified 
symbols participate in recursion in G. 

The significant symbols are defined by 

Significant = H U Identified. 

The remaining nondenotative nonterminal symbols 
reflect steps in a concrete derivation that are elided in 
the corresponding abstract derivation. By definition, 
Nondenotative = N - Significant. In the example 
grammar G1, if (stmt) E H and (if-stmt) $ H, then 
for most choices of 00, (if-stmt) is a nondenotative 
symbol. 

Using the definitions of identified and nondenota- 
tive symbols, we can extend the initial mapping func- 
tion 00 to the mapping 8 on C U N. 

Definition 2 Assume that G = (V, C, P, S) and 
G = (P, E, B, q are reduced context-free grammars. 
Let H c N be the set of izteresting nonterminals 
of G, and let 00: C U H --t V U {C } be an admissi- 
ble absjraction map. Let Identified, Significant, and 
Nondenotative be as previousk defined. Let “I” be 
any symbol not appearing in V. (The symbol “I” is 
used as a notational device to avoid certain sentential 
f$ms of G when considering the correspondence with 

G-J 
We place the following constraint upon 00: if A 

and B are two different interesting symbols, and 

the nonterminal G is identified with both A and B, 
then A and B must be treated identically in the ab- 
stract syntax. Formally, if A, B E H, A # B; G is 
identified with A, and G is identified with B, then 
Oo(A) = Be(B). W ere it not for this restriction, ex- 
tra mechanism would be required to map from the 
abstract syntax back to the concrete syntax. 

We iefine the extended mapping function 
&V+VU{C,I} by 

{ 

00(X) ifXEHUC 

6(X) = eo(A) if X E Identified and 
X is identified with A 

I if X E Nondenotative 

and extend 8 to a homomorphism on V* in the usual 
way. 

Finally, we define the set of significant productions 
to be P,i, = {A + a 1 A E Significant } and let 
P non = P - Prig- 

3 Weak Grammatical Abstraction 

The structures defined from H and 80 are used to 
formalize the notions of weak and strong grammat- 
ical abstraction. The definitions of both weak and 
strong abstraction require that the concrete syntax be 
described by an unambiguous context-free grammar. 
This requirement is not overly restrictive, since we ex- 
pect that the concrete syntax will be used to generate 
parsers. It is possible to generalize the formal treat- 
ment to context-free grammars such as those handled 
by yacc[l] in which operator-precedence directives to 
the parser generator substitute for structures in the 
context-free grammar. However, that generalization 
complicates the discussion without providing addi- 
tional insight to the reader, so we have not included 
it here. 

Definition 3 Let G = (V, C, P, S) be an unambigu- 
ous, reduced context-free grammar with H C N. 
Let G = (?,2, p, s^) be a reduced context-free gram- 
mar. Let Significant be as defined previously. Let 80 
be an admissible abstraction map, with 0 the ex- 
tended mapping function. Then 2 is an weak (H, OO)- 
abstraction of G if 

1. S E H and 8(S) = s^, and 

2. For every A E Significant, and for every deriva- 
tion in G of the form A 3 fl p?, cr where 

cy E (C u Significant)*, either 6(A) = e(a), or 
the production B(A) + O(CY) appears in F. 
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The definition of weak abstraction allows nonde- 
notative symbols to be recursive. However, it is the 
case that when e is a weak (H,&,)-abstraction of 

G, if A E Nondenoaalive and A p$, xlAxz where 

~1, t2 E (C U Significant)*, then O(t122) = E. This 
means that circularities involving only nondenotative 
symbols cannot add any symbols that are represented 
in the abstract syntax. 

Consider again the-grammars Go and Fe of Fig- 
ure 1. The grammar Ge is a weak (H, &)-abstraction 
of Gu when H = ( (expr), (addop), (mulop) } and the 
initial mapping 00 is given by 

O,,(X) = 

1 

&nop) 
if X E { (expr), id, ‘I+” I’*” ) 
if X E { (addop), (m&p) } 

e if X E { “(“, “)” }. 

In this case, Identified = {{term), (factor)) and 
Nondenotative = 0. The extended mapping 0 is given 

bY 

X if X E { id, “+“, “*” } 

(binop) 
e(x) = (expr) 

{ 

if X E { (addop), (mulop) } 

if X E { (expr), (term), (factor) } 
6 if X E { I’(,,, ‘I>,,}. 

If the parentheses were not erased, the grammar ee 
would not be a weak abstraction of Ge given the 
above definition of H. 

The grammar c is a weak (H,&)-abstraction of 
Go when H = { (expr) } and eo is given by 

co(x) = 
X if X E ( (expr), id, ‘I+“, “*I’ } 
e ifX,{“(“,“)@‘}. 

The nonterminal symbols (addop) and (mulop) are 
nondenotative symbols in$is example. 

Both of the grammars Gr and c in Figure 7 are 
weak abstractions of Gr when H = { (stmt) }. For cr, 
allterminals symbols shown are preserved, while in 
G’r, the terminal symbols are erased. (The example 
does not describe the structure of (exprs) or (stmts).) 

Theorem 1 shows that weak grammatical abstrac- 
tion preserves the language and its structure up to 
the differences induced by the mapping 8. That is, if 
e is a weak (H,Oo)-abstraction of G then B(L(G)) & 
L(e). Furthermore, every sentence in L(G) has a 
structurally similar representative in L(E). 

Theorem 1 Let G = (V, C, P, S) be an unam- 
biguous, reduced context-free grammar, and let 
G = (c,$p,s^) b e a reduced context-free grammar. 
Let Significant be as defined previously and let 8 be 
the extended mapping function of 80. 

If G is a weak (H, &)-abstraction of G, then for all 

A E H, if A 2 cr where Q E (C U Significant)* then 

8(A) 3 eta) . 
G 

Proof The details may be found in [2]. 

Corollary 1 If e is a weak (H, &)-abstraction of G, 
then 8(L(G)) c L(c). 
Proof Follows fro? Theorem 1 and the fact that 
S E H and e(S) = S. 

4 Building the Internal Representa- 
tion 

Suppose that G is a weak (H, &)-abstraction of G 
where G describes the abstract syntax and G de- 
scribes the concrete syntax of a language. The def- 
inition of weak (H,&,)-abstraction establishes a set 

of pairs (A + p /& a,2 -+ 6) that associate 

derivations in G with productions in 2. The task of 
the tree-building component of a language-processing 
system is to recognize when the derivations in G are 
sufficiently complete that the subtree representing 
that derivation can be constructed. The tree-builder 
also implements the mapping 8. 

Using the abstract grammar to define an internal 
representation has limitations in practice. The ab 
stract grammar may include chain productions that 
need not be represented structurally in the internal 
representation. We allow the author of a language 
description to indicate whether a chain production in 
the abstract grammar should be represented struc- 
turally, by an annotation on an existing subtree, or 
completely omitted. This treatment of chain produc- 
tions is simply an encoding of singleton subtrees. The 
mapping 0 may induce certain chain derivations in the 
abstract syntax. This issue is discussed in Section 5. 

During bottom-up parsing of the concrete syntax, 
a derivation corresponding to a production in the ab- 
stract grammar is always completed by the reduc- 
tion of a production in P$Q. At this point in the 
parse, a new node in the internal representation can 
be created. Building the internal representation dur- 
ing bottom-up parsing requires an additional stack 
to hold subtrees until they are integrated into larger 
trees. When a tree node is to be created, its sub- 
trees will be found on the tree-building stack. This 
stack may not parallel the parse stack, since interme- 
diate reductions can change the parse stack without 
changing the tree-building stack. 

There might exist two forms 
CQ, a2 E (C u Significant)* such that O(or) # O(a2) 
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and both A + p p=%, or and A * ,!3 )& cq are 

induced by weak (H, &)-equivalence. In this case, we 
want to represent the two different derivations dis- 
tinctly in the internal representation since they rep 
resent different semantic constructs. The reduction 
of the production A + 0 will not provide enough 
information to construct the tree properly. 

Two different methods have been investigated for 
selecting the correct production in the abstract gram- 
mar to use when a significant production is being 
reduced. The first approach modifies the concrete 
grammar so that each production in P+, corresponds 
to a single production in the abstract grammar. This 
approach can be seen as a way to merge the choice 
of abstract productions into the state machine of 
the parser. The second approach moves the mech- 
anism out of the parser by encapsulating derivation 
sequences using values, called “yield-states”, that are 
assigned to reductions in the parse. During a reduc- 
tion action, a new yield-state is computed from the 
states of the right-hand side elements on the parse 
stack. In effect, the second approach introduces a 
separate state machine for the abstraction process. 

Figure 8 contains several examples of this situation. 
(For simplicity, the structure of expressions is not 
shown.) Assume that H = { (stmts), (stmt), (expr) }, 

and 6,(X) = X for all elements of Hand C. Then 
Significant = H and Pdig consists of the productions 
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 13. Some of the correspon- 
dences between productions in the concrete grammar 
and those in the abstract grammars of Figure 8 are: 

In each case, when the reduction of a rule in the con- 
crete grammar occurs, the tree-building action cor- 
responding to the appropriate production in the ab 
stract syntax must be invoked. 

4.1 Grammar Modification 

Grammar modification alters the concrete grammar 
so that a production in Pdis relates to only one pro- 
duction in the abstract grammar. Modifying the 
grammar is one way to split states within the LR 
parser. It does not require any knowledge of the 
derivation sequences encountered, and can be per- 
formed either manually or automatically. 

Grammar modification proceeds by finding the 
branches in the derivation and propagating them 
“backward” to the initial production. By renam- 
ing the alternative productions, duplicating produc- 
tions, and propagating the differences toward the ini- 

1) 
2) 
3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 
8) 

9) 
10) 
11) 

12) 
13) 

1’ ) 
2’ j 
3’ ) 
4’ ) 
5’ 1 
6’ j 

7’ 1 
8’ ) 

(stmts) 

(stmt) 

(if-stmt) 
(else-part) 

(looP) 
(loop-tail) 

(label) 

(stmts) 

(stmt) 

Concrete Grammar 

7 Tstmts) (stmt) 

y+ gf-s’d;t) 

00 
--+ if (expr) then (stmts) (else-part) 

T’ 

else (stmts) 

+ ilabel) while (expr) (stmts) (loop-tail) 

7 

unless (expr) 

repeat 
id 

7 e 
+ . . . 
Abstract Grammar 

7 i stmts) (stmt) 

7 

if (expr) then (stmts) 
if (cxpr) then (stmts) else (stmts) 

I 

while (expr) (stmts) repeat 
while (expr) (stmts) unless (expr) 

1 id while (expr) (stmts) repeat 

1 id while (expr) (stmts) unless (expr) 

9’) (expr) + . . . 

Figure 8: Grammars Showing 
tions in the Abstract Grammar 

Alternative Produc- 

tial production, one can move the alternatives to the 
“top” of the derivation. This results in some number 
of new significant productions1 each one correspond- 
ing to a single production in P. 

In the example of Figure 8, (label) and (loop-tail) 

are non-recursive, non-denotative symbols, each of 
which has two alternatives. The grammar modi- 
fication algorithm would replace those alternatives 
with new nonterminals, for instance replacing (label) 
by { (namedL), (anonL) } and replacing (loop-tail) by 
{ (unless), (repeat) }. Substitution into production 8 
then yields the new productions 

8.1) (loop) -+ (anonL) while (expr) (stmts) (unless) 

8.2) (loop) 4 (anonL) while (expr) (stmts) (repeat) 

8.3) (loop) - (namedL) while (expr) (stmts) (unless) 

8.4) (loop) 4 (namedL) while (expr) (stmts) (repeat) 

along with the productions 

9 ) (anonL) + 6 

i?ij (namedL) + id 

ii) (unless) + unless (expr) 

iS) (repeat) + repeat 

replacing productions 9, 10, 11, and 12. Productions 
8.1-8.4 can then be substituted in production 4. 
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The cost of altering G is the expansion of the gram- 
mar. Clearly, the transformations can be performed 
automatically. However, the size of the parse tables 
will increase. 

4.2 Using Yield-States 

Rather than folding rule-disambiguation into the 
parser, the second approach summarizes derivation 
sequences using state values. An additional piece 
of information, called the yield-state, is calculated 
as an attribute of each nondenotative nonterminal in 
the concrete grammar. The yield-state distinguishes 
among the various derivation sequences represented 
by that nonterminal. Yield-states are only needed 
when the right-hand side of a production in P,,,, con- 
tains nonterminals in P,,, that have alternatives, or 
when the left-hand side has alternatives. 

The yield-state value is kept on an auxiliary stack 
that is parallel to the parse stack. When a production 
in the concrete grammar is reduced, a new state value 
for that production is calculated. The value of the 
new state depends only on the rule being reduced and 
the values of the states associated with nonterminal 
symbols on the right-hand side. 

For productions in P,,,, the yield-state is com- 
puted from the yield-states of the nonterminal sym- 
bols on the right-hand side of the production. For 
productions in Psig, the particular production in the 
abstract grammar to use will be defined by the yield- 
states of the nonterminal symbols on the right-hand 
side of the production in the concrete grammar. 

The functions for computing yield-states and for se- 
lecting productions in the abstract grammar can be 
computed at language-definition time. The results 
can be embedded in tables that are consulted dur- 
ing reduce actions in the parser. An algorithm for 
creating the yield-state functions is given in [2]. 

5 Incremental Parsing 

The definition of weak (H, &)-abstraction provides 
the foundation for adapting the incremental parsing 
algorithm of Jalili and Gallier [ll] to use an inter- 
nal representation that corresponds closely to the ab- 
stract syntax rather than the concrete syntax. Two 
modifications to the algorithm are required. The 
modifications are similar to those required to mod- 
ify other incremental parsing algorithms. 

A full parse tree provides three items of information 
at each subtree: the state of the parser, the symbol 
representing the root of that subtree, and the children 
of the node (if any) as represented in the concrete syn- 
tax. This is not the case with an arbitrary internal 

representation. However, when the abstract syntax 
is described by a grammar that is a weak (H,&)- 
abstraction of the concrete grammar, it is possible to 
associate with each node of the internal representa- 
tion (i) the state of the parser when that node was 
created, (ii) the nonterminal symbol that represents 
the node in the concrete grammar, and (iii) an ex- 
pansion template for mapping the node back to its 
representation in the concrete syntax. 

5.1 Adaptation of the Jalili-Gallier Algo- 
rithm 

Incremental LR parsing requires that two subprob- 
lems be solved. First, the incremental parser must 
be able to recreate its state at a point just prior to 
the first parsing action that might change because of 
an editing action. Second, the parser must be able to 
determine which portions of the parse tree have not 
changed despite the editing action. 

One way to recreate the state information is to 
place, in each interior tree node, the parser state that 
was on top of the state stack (after popping the sym- 
bols on the right-hand side of the production) when 
the node was created. This is the state that was con- 
sulted by the goto function to compute the new state 
following the reduction. The initial state of the parser 
is placed in the node representing the root of the en- 
tire tree. This state information is used to reconstruct 
the parser’s stack and to help determine whether a 
subtree can be reused without reparsing. 

For an LR(l) parser, the new parse is identical to 
the original parse up to the point at which the last 
symbol in the unchanged prefix was shifted. (With 
a single symbol of look-ahead3, this is the first point 
where any symbol in the modified string can affect a 
parsing action.) 

Suppose that the parser’s stack is to be recon- 
structed to the point just prior to when the termi- 
nal symbol nleaj w&s shifted. The Divide operation 
reconstructs the parser’s state stack. Divide splits 
the tree along a path from the root to nleof. The 
parser states associated with nodes to the left of the 
path (terminals and nonterminals alike) are pushed 
onto the growing parse stack. Nodes to the right 
of the path, representing potentially unchanged sub- 
trees, are retained for later input to the algorithm. 
Figure 9 illustrates the Divide operation. 

The Jalili-Gallier incremental parsing algorithm 
requires two modifications in order to support in- 
cremental parsing using an internal representation 

3LR(1) or LALR(l) parsing is assumed throughout this 
discussion. The extension to k symbols of lookahead is 
straightforward. 
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Divide(A, H) = (@, C, G), QI , I, F )) 

AAA AA 
Figure 9: Diwide(A,H) 

closely related to the abstract syntax. First, Divide 
must be changed so that at each step on the path 
from the root to the leaf, the subtrees are expanded 
to their concrete representations. Second, while re- 
constructing the parse stack, the parse tables must be 
consulted to calculate the states that were not stored 
in the tree. 

Suppose e is an (H,&)-abstraction of G where e 
describes the abstraci syntax and G describes the 
concrete syntax. If A -+ 6 is used in the internal 
representation created during parsing, then for some 
A E Significant and some cu E (C u Significant)*, 

where O(A) = A^ and 19(o) = 6, there is a correspond- 

ing derivation A +- ,f3 P& cx in G. When a subtree 

whose root node represents the production A^ + G is 
processed by the incremental parser, either the sub- 
tree is divided using the modified Divide operation, 
or the entire subtree can be retained. If the entire 
subtree is retained, then A should be the nontermi- 
nal symbol shifted by the parser. 

When a subtree is divided by one of the subtree 
operations, it is a representation (Y in the concrete 
syntax that must actually be processed. This repre- 
sentation Q is a single-level expansion template. Ex- 
panding 6 back into CY generates symbols in the con- 
crete grammar that may have been erased by the time 
that subtree was created. The expansion Q must be 
determined from A^ + 6 and A. 

For instance, suppose the subtree representing 
the conditional statement ‘(stmt) + (expr) (stmts)’ 
is expanded back into its concrete representation 
using the grammars K and Gr of Figure 7. 

The expansion in the concrete syntax would be 
‘if (cxpr) then (stmts) ‘I;“‘. 

Starting from the parse state that was at the top 
of the parse stack when the production A + p was 
reduced, the symbols in the expansion must be parsed 
to recover the intermediate state not present in the 
abstract tree. This processing will not encounter any 
errors, since it is the reconstruction of a correct parse. 
No new subtrees will ,be created at this stage. 

For most subtrees A -+ cr^ in the internal represen- 
tation, the associated nonterminal symbol in the con- 
crete grammar A and the template Q can be stored 
in tables describing the abstraction correspondence 
rather than in the internal representation tree. These 
tables can be created at parser generation time; the 
size of the tables depends on the language and the 
correspondence, not on the size of the actual internal 
representation. The exception occurs when the ab- 
straction creates induced chain derivations, or when 
a single rule in the abstract grammar corresponds to 
more than one rule in the concrete grammar. 

5.2 Induced Chain Derivations 

Derivations of the form A =F- p p=- a where A E 

Sign&and, (Y E (C U Significant)* and B(A) = O(a), 
need not be represented structurally. When IcyI = 1, 
the absence of a structural representation is not a 
problem for incremental parsing. Simple chains nei- 
ther add terminal symbols to the concrete represen- 
tation, nor do they have any effect on the calculation 
of parse states. (The parser state to be retained in 
the subtree is the same for all elements of a simple 
chain.) 

When B(A) = S(o) and 1~1 > 1, however, there is 
extra information to be retained; terminal symbols 
of the concrete grammar may have to be added to 
the expansion. These derivations are called induced 
chain derivations. In an induced chain derivation, a 
single symbol in the abstract grammar appears on the 
right-hand side of the derivation after the mapping 8 
is applied. 

For instance, consider the LR parse for [ ( id * 
id ) ]I using the simple expression grammar of Fig- 
ure 1 when parentheses are abstracted. T& abstract 
syntax is simply ‘(expr) ---t id I’*” id’ in G’s, but the 
correct expansion for incremental parsing may have 
to include the parentheses. 

If an induced chain derivation is not represented 
directly by a subtree of the internal representation, 
the node that represents the nonterminal A” in the 
abstract grammar must be tagged with an expansion 
template for generating the terminal symbols of the 
induced chain derivation in order to generate a cor- 
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rect expansion in the concrete syntax. If the concrete 
representation provided by the user is to be recre- 
ated, there may be a sequence of annotations on a 
single node in the internal representation; the tem- 
plates must be applied in the reverse order of their 
recognition. For instance, a node representing [ (((( 
id * id)))) ]I in the internal representation would have 
four induced chain annotations associated with it if 
all four levels of parentheses are preserved. 

During incremental parsing, if a subtree anno- 
tated with induced chains is retained, the nontermi- 
nal symbol used to represent the subtree should be 
the left-hand side of the first induced chain deriva- 
tion in the sequence of annotations. In our run- 
ning example, the nonterminal symbol used would 
be (factor), which corresponds to the production 
(factor) --, ‘I(,’ (expr) “)“. When the subtree is di- 
vided, the subtree is expanded to restore the erased 
symbols. The concrete nonterminal symbol corre- 
sponding to the sole child in the internal represen- 
tation should then be used to represent the child. 
This nonterminal symbol would be (term) in our ex- 
ample (corresponding to the production ‘(term) ----) 
(factor) (mulop) (term)‘). 

A node in the internal representation may have n 
induced chain annotations associated with it. Us- 
ing the straightforward approach, that node would 
have n + 1 parse states associated with it-one per 
induced chain reduction plus one for the original sig- 
nificant production. If the entire sequence of induced 
chain derivations is expanded during conversion from 
abstract to concrete then the node requires only a sin- 
gle associated parse state-the state corresponding to 
the last-recognized induced chain derivation. 

5.3 Requirements on the Tree Building Com- 
ponent 

The tree builder, then, must store or reconstruct in- 
formation about each node of the internal represen- 
tation in order to support incremental parsing. This 
information consists of the state of the parser when 
the subtree rooted at that node was created, the non- 
terminal symbol of the concrete grammar to be used 
to represent the node during incremental parsing, and 
the expansion template to be used during incremen- 
tal parsing. It is possible to access both of the latter 
items through a single index into tables describing 
the weak abstraction correspondences. 

During parsing, only reductions of productions in 
Psi, are of interest to the subtree creation routines. 
Suppose A + j3 E Paig is being reduced, and that 

A + p P3n cr. There are four possibilities: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6 

8(A) # e(o) and le(o)l > 1. This is the normal 
case; a new subtree must be created and tagged 
with the appropriate parse state and index for 
recovering A and cr. 

8(A) # 0((y) and /0(o)l = 1. This production 
can be represented either structurally or by an 
annotation. 

B(A) = 0((r) and 101 = 1. This is a simple chain 
rule; no tree-building actions are necessary. 

O(A) = e(o) and \crl # 1. This may be an in- 
duced chain derivation; if a new subtree is speci- 
fied by the language designer, it will be created. 
Otherwise an annotation will be added to the sin- 
gle subtree on the right-hand side. This subtree 
is available from the tree-building stack. First, 
the annotation “A -+ cr” is added to the list of 
induced chain annotations on the subtree, be- 
coming the “topmost” production. This infor- 
mation retains both the nonterminal symbol in 
the concrete grammar A and the expansion tem- 
plate (Y. Second, the parser state associated with 
the subtree can be destructively updated to be 
the state that would be retained if a new subtree 
was being created. 

Strong Grarknatical Abstraction 

Weak grammatical abstraction allows us to represent 
the derivation of every sentence in a concrete syntax 
abstractly. However, it does not allow us to map from 
an arbitrary sentential form generated from the ab- 
stract grammar back to corresponding concrete syn- 
tax. In order to do so, there must be at least one con- 
crete version of every sentential form of I;(@. There 
may be many such versions; for example, the concrete 
representation of an abstract expression may contain 
arbitrarily many levels of parenthesization. In ad- 
dition, we must be certain that we can always fill in 
structural information missing from the abstract syn- 
tax such as precedence provided by parentheses. 

One can always map back to concr_ete syntax, pro- 
vided that (i) each nonterminal in G maps back to 
a unique significant nonterminal in G and (ii) pro- 
ductions in p correspond to derivations in G. The 
erased terminals and missing structure represented in 
the concrete grammar by nondenotative nonterminal 
symbols can then be reconstructed. 

Strong (H,&,)- a s raction b t ensures that the two 
grammars derive the same language under 8, and pro- 
vides some of the extra information necessary to im- 
plement template-based structure editing in an editor 
that uses bottom-up parsing. 
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Definition 4 Let G = (V, C, P, S) be an unam- 
biguou_s, * re&ed context-free grammar, and let 
G = (V, C, P, S) b e a reduced context-free grammar. 
Let Significant be as defined previouslyLand let 6 be 
the extended mapping function. Then G is an strong 
(H, &,)-abstraction of G if 

1. 2 is a weak (H,&)-abstraction of G. 

2. The mapping 0 restricted to H is invertible, that 
is, if 8(A) = B(B) and A, B E H, then A = B. 

3. For every production A + 6 E P, there exists 
A E Significant such that 

(a) 8(A) = A^ and 

(b) There exists a finite derivation A 3 /3 &+ 
Pfl0n 

(Y where CY E (C U Significant)* and 
e(g = 6~ 

(It follows from this condition that B(H) = %.) 

Again czsider the grammars of Figure 1. The 
grammar Go cannot be a strong (H,&,)-abstraction 
of Go, since the mapping 0 would have to be invertible 
on H. In this case, the nonterminal symbol (binop) 

in the abstract grammar would have to correspond to 
both (addop) and (mulop) of the concrete grammar. 

However, E is a strong (H, &)-abstraction of Go. 

Theorem 2 Let G = (V, C, P, S) be an unambigu- 
ous, reduced context-free grammar and, let 6 be a 
strong (H, &)-abstraction of G. If A^ 33 c where 

G 
& E ?* then there exists some A E H and, (Y E 
(C u Significanl)’ such that A 2 cr, 8(A) = A, and 

e+y) = 8. 

To prove Theorem 2, we use the following lemma: 

Lemma 1 Let G = (V, C, P, S) be an unambiguous, 
reduced context-free grammar and let G be a strong 
(H,&)-abstraction of G. If C, D E N and O(C) = 

O(D), then C & 21Dzz where 8(2122) = e. 

Proof of Lemma The proof is by analysis of three 
cases. The details may be found in [2]. 
Proof of Theorem 2 The proof is by induction on 
the length n of the derivation A^ & G in e. 

The details are given in [2]. 

Corollary 2 If 6 is a strong (H,Bo)-abstraction of 
G, then B(L(G)) = L(e). 

7 Top-Down Tree Construction 

Syntax-directed editors, such a.9 MENTOR [S] or the 
Cornell Program Synthesizer [19], construct internal 
representations from the top down. Starting from the 
root, internal trees are elaborated by successively re- 
placing unexpanded placeholders with subtrees. Syn- 
tactic correctness of the tree is maintained by allow- 
ing only legal subtree replacements. 

The work presented in this paper allows a language- 
manipulation system to support textual manipulation 
by providing incremental parsing while using the ab- 
stract syntax to define the internal representation of 
a linguistic object. Yet there are times when a top- 
down, structure-oriented approach is desirable. 

The problem of top-down tree construction in the 
system we have been describing is that of creating 
trees that are syntactically valid and that can support 
incremental parsing. This problem is harder than in 
the syntax-directed approach because we want the 
trees that are built top-down to be identical to the 
tree constructed from the same concrete representa- 
tion using bottom-up parsing. Thus when a place- 
holder is expanded (in the internal representation), 
the concrete grammar must be consulted. In par- 
ticular, the correspondences between productions of 
the abstract grammar and derivations in the concrete 
grammar established by strong (H, Q-abstraction 
will be used. The trees constructed top-down will 
be identical to those created by a bottom-up parsing 
of the same concrete form. 

Theorem 2 states that if e is a strong (H, &,)- 
abstraction of G, then every derivation in 2 has a 
corresponding derivation in G. This is the result 
needed to insure that each internal representation 
can support incremental parsing. In order to parse 
incrementally, each node of the internal representa- 
tion must be decorated with the same information 
saved by the tree-building component of the bottom- 
up parsers: parse states, concrete nonterminal sym- 
bols, expansion templates, and the results of induced 
chain derivation reductions. 

The nonterminal symbols and the expansion tem- 
plates are the symbols and forms of the concrete 
grammar corresponding to the productions in the ab- 
stract grammar used to derive the tree. Placeholders 
in the tree (representing unexpanded subtrees) are 
nonterminal symbols in the abstract grammar. To 
expand a placeholder A^ using the production A^ + 2, 
some analysis is needed. The analysis may result in 
the addition of induced chain annotations to the sub 
tree representing the desired expansion. 

In our implementation, we handle this analysis by 
creating tables at language-definition time that tell 
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us, for any pair of nonterminal symbols, whether one 
symbol can be replaced with another. If the replace- 
ment is legal, the tables also encode whether induced 
chain annotations must be added. These tables can 
also be used in a batch mode to annotate internal 
representations created by other programs. 

An unexpanded placeholder must have a corre- 
sponding representation in the concrete grammar to 
be processed during incremental parsing. The nonter- 
minal symbol used is specified by the inverse of the 
mapping function t?. Suppose that we are expand- 
ing a placeholder 2, and that O(A) = A^ for some 
A E H. If the incremental parser can shift the place- 
holder because its yield and its following symbol are 
unchanged, then the placeholder can use A as its con- 
crete representation. However, if the context of a 
placeholder has been textually altered, this approach 
is insufficient. 

Consider an unexpanded placeholder (expr) in an 
internal representation. This nonterminal symbol in 
the abstract grammar may have to be represented by 
the nonterminal symbol (factor) in the concrete gram- 
mar to ensure correct parsing. Using the definitions 
of 8 and strong abstraction, we can compute infor- 
mation that allows the system to choose the sym- 
bol (factor) to represent the placeholder. In some 
cases, however, the top-down constructor must insert 
induced chain annotations in order to insure that the 
modification will be correctly parsed. Reference [4] 
provides the details of how top-down tree elaboration 
is implemented. 

8 Implementation 

Pun 1[3] is a multi-lingual language-based editor 
being developed at the University of California, 
Berkeley. Pan I provides the kind of seamless 
text/structure interaction that we feel is essential to 
support experienced programmers dealing with large 
software systems. The work presented here provides 
the theoretical base for the implementation of parsing 
and tree building used in Pan I. 

LADLE[4] is the language preprocessor for Pan 1. 
The formal notions of abstraction are used to es- 
tablish requisite correspondences between the ab- 
stract grammar and the concrete grammar. Anno- 
tations on the productions of the abstract grammar 
provide further information about the internal tree. 
When several productions of the abstract grammar 
are represented using a single operator in the ab- 
stract syntax-hence a single node in the internal 
representation-the annotation mechanism is used 
to preserve the information required for incremental 
parsing. 

In a LADLE description, the language designer pro- 
vides two views of the abstract syntax: as a context- 
free grammar and as a collection of operators defining 
the internal representation. The abstract grammar 
can be regarded as the set of representation rules for 
operators in the abstract syntax. Each operator in 
the abstract syntax is associated with one or more 
productions in the abstract grammar. Because the 
abstract grammar is viewed as a collection of rep- 
resentation rules, the productions in that grammar 
provide a place to embed pretty-printing directives. 

LADLE performs the checking required to ensure 
that the abstract grammar is truly an abstraction 
of the concrete grammar. Extended BNF constructs 
are handled by converting them to simple context- 
free grammar productions using standard grammat- 
ical transformations. The results presented above, 
therefore, extend naturally to EBNF-described lan- 
guages. 

Some productions in the abstract grammar should 
not be explicitly represented as operators. We al- 
low the writer of a language-specification to specify 
which productions in the abstract grammar will not 
be represented by operators in the internal represen- 
tation. Those productions are limited to be simple 
chain productions, in which the right-hand side is a 
single symbol. This case arises often when the ab- 
stract syntax is described by a context-free grammar; 
it was discussed in Example 1. 

The LADLE processor transforms a language de- 
scription into a set of tables that are used by the Pan 
I editor to provide a front end for the given language. 
These tables contain enough information to parse text 
incrementally into an internal (tree-structured) rep- 
resentation or to elaborate such a tree from the top 
down. 

Pan I uses a modified incremental parsing algo- 
rithm. After implementing the Jalili-Gallier algo- 
rithm described above, it was noted that a modifi- 
cation to the parsing tables, coupled with a change 
to the way subtrees were decomposed for reparsing, 
would allow us to parse incrementally without hav- 
ing to retain the parser state in each node of the in- 
ternal representation. Not retaining the parse state 
further shrinks the internal representation and sim- 
plifies topdown elaboration at the cost of enlarged 
parse tables. (The parse tables are modified by cal- 
culating parser actions when nonterminal symbols in 
the concrete grammar are lookahead symbols.) 

To date, language descriptions have been written 
for Modula-2, for ASPLE, and for LADLE'S language 
description language. In the Modula-2 description, 
the concrete grammar contains 161 productions, and 
82 nonterminal symbols, while the abstract grammar 
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contains 157 productions and 79 nonterminals. The 
total number of symbols appearing on the right-hand 
side of productions in the concrete grammar is 371, 
while in the abstract grammar it is 217. Only 97 of 
the productions in the abstract grammar are repre- 
sented structurally in the internal tree; another 44 
productions may appear as annotations. 

Pan I., currently being designed, will build on the 
lessons learned from Pun I. In Pan II, we intend to 
extend the approaches presented here to provide more 
powerful mappings between the abstract syntax and 
the concrete representation. 
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